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Abstract
In my senior project, the problem I am trying to solve is how to efficiently design, create,
and install an original library onto a Mars prototype rover operating system and to further use
that library to integrate a new weather measurement sensor device into the rover system with the
necessary software and hardware implementations. This is an important and highly valued
problem as many aerospace and other engineering companies utilize rovers and other
autonomous systems for important research, explorations, and reconnaissance missions and
goals. In solving this problem, I utilized many resources that were available to me such as
advisors, clients, peer rover development teams, and many other academic videos and articles for
understanding and guidance. I also spent a lot of time studying the existing code and hardware
on the rover as I progressed on my senior project. In the end, I managed to successfully integrate
my new sensor into the rover's software and hardware design and was able to gather and display
the desired measurements from the sensor through the rover's operating system. The success of
this project shows that although computer software and electrical hardware integration is
complicated and tedious, advancements in this field of computer engineering could prove to be
the key to propelling mankind into the next era of technology in engineering.
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Introduction
Project Overview:
My Rover Environmental Measurement System (REMS) design is not a stand-alone
project as it is an extension of a pre-existing Capstone project. This Capstone project was
centered around a Mars Rover prototype that a team of three computer engineers and myself
worked on it for two quarters to build and design a rover system that has autonomous
functionality that utilizes a topographical GPS navigational system. This design implements
several sensors such as a GPS unit, IMU device, and a magnetometer device and I wanted to add
at least one more sensor to the rover that could gather environmental and weather measurements
to add more functionality to the overall architecture of the rover system and give the rover a
more complete arsenal of sensors. The most common and simplest types of environmental
measurements that I chose to add functionality for the rover were air temperature, air humidity,
and atmospheric pressure. I wanted to start with these three measurements as a base layout of my
environmental sensory data and then hopefully add more to it. Luckily instead of having to
integrate three separate sensors into the rover, I found a single sensor from Adafruit called the
BME280 temperature, pressure, and humidity sensor which was very convenient and ideal to use
as it could measure all three variables, support I2C connectivity and communication, and had an
Adafruit python library available to use specifically for the sensor itself. I chose to use I2C
communication between the sensor and the rover's Raspberry Pi because the rover was already
configured for an I2C connection during the previous Capstone project and I2C is faster than
other connections like UART. Since we were using a Raspberry Pi, a lot of the pre-existing code
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written to the rover was in python already so I decided it would be best to write my project in
python as well so that the software would stay consistent and easy to read.

Client:
The client of this project was Professor Rich Murray of the Computer Engineering
Department at California Polytechnic San Luis Obispo State University. He was my advisor for
both of my Capstone courses as well and has always been a wonderful and consistent source of
guidance and direction throughout this process.

Motivation:
Ever since my Capstone I course, I have been extremely motivated and excited to learn
all I could about the Mars Rover design, functionality, the components and devices that are
integrated with it, and just how the overall hardware and software systems interact and work with
each other. My interest and fascination with space, engineering, and science have always played
a big role in my academic career so being able to work on the rover for my Capstone and Senior
Project courses has been such a great experience for me. I enjoyed my experience working on the
rover during my Capstone courses so much that I felt very motivated to continue working on the
rover for my Senior Project and continue to add to its design. I knew I wanted to integrate
another sensor to the rover and add more code and functionality to it so that was my starting
point. After researching the functionality of the actual NASA Mars rover I realized that it had an
environmental monitoring system on it and I wanted to replicate that the best I could on Cal
Poly's prototype rover.
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Stakeholders:
The stakeholders of this project are future and current Aerospace companies, such as
NASA, SpaceX, and Northrup Grumman. With enough time and development within the
engineering department here at Cal poly, this rover design has the potential to one day be loaded
onto a rocket and launched to Mars on its very own exploration mission and be a crucial tool and
vital source of information for these aerospace companies. With the existing work that has been
done on the rover along with future work that will be added to it, I believe that there are a lot of
innovative and ingenious software algorithms, architecture designs, microcontroller connectivity
techniques, and hardware designs that these and future companies can learn from and utilize in
their aerospace rover designs as well.

Framed Insight and Opportunities:
Since Professor Rich Murray was my client, I had many opportunities to talk with him,
either over email or in person, and set up meetings with him to fully understand the scope of my
project and what goals are expected of me to reach by the end of the project. He gave me a lot of
insight and direction throughout this project and guided me in my sensor selection and helped me
overcome any obstacle if I reached out for help.
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Project Goals and Objectives:
The main goal of this project was to create a library of functions that would add a new set
of functionality to the rover that would allow it to detect and gather weather data and
environmental measurements. The objectives of this project entailed:
➢ Creating a python library that is portable and compatible with my sensor for gathering
data.
➢ Becoming more familiar and comfortable writing code in the Python Language.
➢ Learning how to distribute, transport, and install a library onto a computer system,
specifically a Raspberry Pi running Linux.
➢ Importing Adafruit libraries for the BME280 sensor into my python files and writing
code that efficiently utilizes those libraries' functionality to interact with the sensor.
➢ Obtaining a better understanding of using communication buses to connect to hardware,
specifically using I2C to connect to the sensor.
➢ Learning what physical connections and wiring are needed to connect the sensor to the
rover through the I2C bus port.
➢ Becoming more familiar with the Linux OS and what commands I can utilize to
efficiently test my code and hardware.

Project Deliverables:
At the request of my client, the deliverables of this project included a documentation
report that included part numbers of new hardware and schematic designs detailing which Pi
GPIO I was connected to, a well-documented source code of my library, and a mini-live demo of
my hardware and software designs working.
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Project Outcomes:
With my completed Rover Environmental Measurement System design, I can accurately
communicate with the BME280 sensor and read and output the data that it is gathering from the
outside environment. I can implement the python code necessary for I2C communication on the
rover and connect the sensor to the Raspberry Pi through the I2C connection on the hardware. I
can use the three sensor measurements and implement an algorithm that calculates the outside
dew point temperature. I am also able to write the measurement data from the sensor of the
outside temperature, humidity, pressure, and dew point to a CSV file and store data there to be
used for research and data collection purposes. I was successful in creating a library with
functions that gathered data values from the sensor and I felt that most of the objectives
discussed earlier were fulfilled.

Background
When starting my senior project, I previously discussed how this is building off a
Capstone project that I worked on in a previous quarter and how we initially designed the rover
prototype to be autonomous and have a topographical navigational system. One sensor that aided
this system a lot was a GPS unit that we used to specify particular coordinates, which we then
used to test the rover's navigational logic. This included testing that the bearing and direction of
the rover were correct as it calibrated itself and also to make sure that it would correct its path on
its journey to the destination point we specified. This GPS along with a magnetometer and an
inertial measurement unit (IMU) collected data from the outside world to aid the rover's
autonomous functionality and achieve its purpose. With this starting knowledge and experience
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with the rover, I had a better understanding of how the rover functioned and how to access and
modify the rover. With this knowledge, I aimed to add even more functionality and diversity to
the rover's system. Upon researching NASA's Mars Curiosity Rover, I found that this rover had a
unique system of gathering environmental data that was named, The Rover Environmental
Monitoring Station (REMS). The goal of my senior project was to model this system on the
NASA rover and replicate its functionality as best I could with the knowledge I have and the
parts and sensors available for me to purchase. I named my project, The Rover Environmental
Measurement System (REMS), after the system used on the Mars Curiosity Rover because
designing a system that could gather weather data in real-time in a similar fashion was the
overarching goal of this project. The REMS on the Mars Curiosity Rover can measure
atmospheric pressure, temperature, humidity, winds, and ultraviolet radiation levels. My project
focused on implementing at least half of these measurements so I decided to design my system
with the capacity to gather air temperature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity. This decision
was also largely based on the fact that I was able to find an Adafruit sensor online that could
sense all three of these measurements.

Design
Hardware Design:
Much of the hardware on the rover was pre-existing material that was implemented for
the previous Capstone project. So although most of the hardware on the rover was already
worked on, there was still a good deal of improvements and changes that had to be made for this
project. One very big change to the rover's hardware was the main circuit board that connects to
the rover's Raspberry Pi. This circuit board is shown in Figure 1 and this was a new change made
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to the rover that was done by another team that was also working on the same rover system as I
was. Before this circuit board was added, the connections and wirings between the Raspberry Pi
and the different sensors and components that the rover needed were very disorganized and left
many components unsecured on the rover platform with even more jumper cable connections
stretched across the rover and left out in the open. The main benefit of this new circuit board was
that it transferred all of the previous connections between most of the components on the rover
from loose wires to reliable printed connections on the board which saved a lot of space and
made the rover design more organized. It was also able to map all of the GPIO connections of the
Raspberry Pi as well which meant that all of the GPIO pins on the Raspberry Pi were still
accessible.
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Figure 1: BME280 Sensor Rover I2C Overview Connection
Along with introducing and utilizing the new circuit board of the rover, connecting the
BME280 Adafruit sensor was another main hardware goal of the project. Since the sensor is
compatible with the I2C connection, I chose that as my method of communication between the
sensor and the Raspberry Pi of the rover. This process involved connecting the correct pins of the
sensor to the correct I2C bus that I have available on the rover. Figure 2 shows the wired
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connections for I2C that I needed to utilize. For the I2C connection, I needed to use the power,
ground, SCK, and SDI pins on the BME280 and connect those to the corresponding pins on the
rover's I2C port. This I2C connection on the rover is shown and detailed in Figure 3. The process
of connecting these wires to the correct pins to and from the rover and sensor was not
complicated, however, it did require a lot of time to check and verify that the pins were
connecting to the corresponding spots and that the connections were correct so that no damage
would come to either the rover's or sensor's hardware.

Figure 2: On the BME280 sensor, the red cable is connected to VIN (3.3 V), the black cable is
connected to GND, the green cable is connected to the sensor SCK (I2C), and the blue cable is
connected to the sensor SDI (I2C).
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Figure 3: On the rover, the red cable is connected to 3.3 V, the black cable is connected to GND
(Pin #2 in Figure 7), and the blue cable is connected to the Pi's SDA pin from the BME280 SDI
pin for I2C connection (Pin #3 on Figure 7), and the green cable is connected to the Pi's SCL pin
from the BME280 SCK pin for I2C connection (Pin #4 on Figure 7).
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Software Design:
The main aspects of my software design entailed creating my python library that included
functions to interact with the BME280 sensor and get accurate measurements from it, importing
my library and several other Adafruit libraries to the rover's Raspberry Pi operating system,
enabling and verifying that the I2C connection was being created in my code, and storing the
environmental measurements from the sensor into a CSV file that can be overwritten. With the
aid of the Adafruit BME280 library, writing code to interact with the sensor and gather accurate
measurement readings was not hard, the real compilation came when attempting to gather this
same data through a different I2C port. When utilizing the I2C object in the code, it
automatically connects with the default I2C port, port 1. In my project, I2C port 1 was already
being used by another device so the next available I2C port that I could use and connect to on the
rover was I2C port 4. Upon testing my code, the Adafruit library for the BME280 sensor was, for
whatever reason, either not configured to work with ports other than 1 or just was not able to
connect with any port other than the default. This complication took a lot of time to debug and
research but I eventually did find an open source BME280 Adafruit library python file that was
able to make a secure connection with the I2C port 4 and gather the data from the sensors, in
which I was able to utilize that data and then manipulate it in my library to display the correct
measurements. In my library, I added functionality to gather and display real-time and accurate
temperature, atmospheric pressure, and humidity measurements from the sensor and then
proceeded to use those measurements to calculate the dew point temperature to add another
measurement to the system. One of the last features of my software design was writing a
function in my library that would save 5 measurements of each of the 4 weather variables into a
CSV file. I thought that this would be a useful and ideal feature to add to my project because it
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allows you to have the option and availability to save the measurements from the sensor in case
the user wanted to have these measurements for later to conduct more calculations or tests on the
rover.

Figure 4: My REMS Library that I created in VS Code
The purpose of my library in Figure 4 is to contain all of the source code and manage the
library's creation, setup, and portability. "ROVER" is the main directory for my library. The
"dist" directory contains the tar file that I use to transfer my library across systems and
directories and then furthermore unpack the tar file in the desired location to create my library.
The "REMS" directory contains all of my source code for communicating between the sensor
and the Pi and retrieving and manipulating the measurements from the sensor. The
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"CHANGELOG", "LICENCE", and "README" txt files are for information and background
purposes for my library. The "setup.py" file is responsible for setting up and correctly installing
my library into any desired location where I have unpacked the tar file into. This file is essential
for installing my library and allowing me access to its full functionality.
The Adafruit BME280 standard library was very sufficient in reading the sensor data
when my device was connected to the default I2C port (port 1). Although, it was very limited
and thus insufficient when the device was connected to a different I2C port instead of the default
one. So due to the constraint that my sensor device has to be connected to the I2C port 4 on the
rover, it was necessary to use Hawkins'[1] open source general sensor reading functions below,
specifically for the BME280 Adafruit device and can handle connecting to various I2C ports. My
code uses this file's functionality to read the sensors' measurement readings so I can use the data
in my calculations and display them in my library's functionality.

Future Work
I expect that future Capstone teams will conduct further projects on this rover and
upgrade it and build upon what is already there and hopefully they can improve its functionality
and integrate more sensors and algorithms into it. Although If I could take more time in the
future to upgrade the REMS design I would plan to integrate several more environmental sensors
and components into it and would update the source code in the library so that the library could
handle interfacing and displaying data for more environmental variables. These sensors and
components would include possibly a wind speed sensor and a wind direction vane that would be
attached to the rover, along with an ambient/UV light sensor. The wind speed sensor would
simply be able to detect at what speed the wind is traveling and in what direction it is traveling
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in. The ambient/UV light sensor would be able to detect the Visible Spectrum and UV light
levels of its current locations as well as the intensity of the type of light that it is sensing. It can
also be utilized to tell you when you would be exposed to too much of the sun's UV rays and
would need to exit the sun's exposure to, for example, prevent getting a sunburn or other various
applications. These would be excellent additions to the REMS design as these measurements
could allow the rover to take data measurements in harsher conditions outside and be a reliable
and versatile source for weather measurements.

Conclusion
Overall, my project turned out to be a success as I was able to fulfill many of the
objectives that I made for myself throughout my senior project and was most importantly able to
fully integrate the new environmental measurement sensor onto the rover design by making the
necessary hardware connections/changes and by writing software that allows me to gather data
from the sensor and allows the sensor to successfully communicate to the rover's hardware.
Along the way, I learned valuable and important techniques and knowledge about python coding
and working with the Linux OS in a Raspberry Pi microcontroller, as well as several new
concepts that included creating and importing my python library, writing software that connects
the sensor to the specified I2C port on the rover, and connecting my sensor to the rover so that
the physical hardware connection is wired for I2C communication. After my experience in this
project, I have learned how complicated and taxing it can be to integrate a component or sensor
with a large-scale design such as the rover and to achieve flawless communication between the
hardware and software through I2C buses. This project has taught me that great feats and
successes are always possible through steadfast determination and hard work and that any
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challenge no matter how daunting or large it is can be overcome with the right attitude and
strategy. My experience working with the rover has been very special and I hope it can guide me
in my future engineering career when I take on similar or more complex challenges.
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Figure 5: Schematic for STEMMA QT Version of Adafruit BME280
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Figure 6: Fabrication Print for STEMMA QT Version of Adafruit BME280
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Figure 7: Fabrication Print for the Rover’s I2C Bus 4
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Bill of Materials
Part Name
CanaKit Raspberry Pi 4
Extreme Kit - 128GB
Edition (1GB RAM)

Part Number

Unit Price

Total Price

B09W7P91SP

$139.99

$139.99

Adafruit BME280 I2C or
SPI Temperature
Humidity Pressure
Sensor - STEMMA QT

2652

$14.95

$154.94

BREADBOARD TERM
STRIP 6.88X2.56"

700-00078

$6.59

$161.53

JUMPER WIRE M/M 6"
20PCS

PRT-12795

$2.10

$163.63

Total Cost

$163.63
Table 1: Bill of Materials

Source Code
GitHub Page to my REMS Library: https://github.com/jrenick/Senior-Project
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